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Abstract. Blockchains primarily enable credible accounting of digital
events, e.g., money transfers in cryptocurrencies. However, beyond this
original purpose, blockchains also irrevocably record arbitrary data, ranging from short messages to pictures. This does not come without risk for
users as each participant has to locally replicate the complete blockchain,
particularly including potentially harmful content. We provide the first
systematic analysis of the benefits and threats of arbitrary blockchain
content. Our analysis shows that certain content, e.g., illegal pornography, can render the mere possession of a blockchain illegal. Based on
these insights, we conduct a thorough quantitative and qualitative analysis of unintended content on Bitcoin’s blockchain. Although most data
originates from benign extensions to Bitcoin’s protocol, our analysis reveals more than 1600 files on the blockchain, over 99 % of which are texts
or images. Among these files there is clearly objectionable content such
as links to child pornography, which is distributed to all Bitcoin participants. With our analysis, we thus highlight the importance for future
blockchain designs to address the possibility of unintended data insertion
and protect blockchain users accordingly.

1

Introduction

Bitcoin [45] was the first completely distributed digital currency and remains the
most popular and widely accepted of its kind with a market price of ∼4750 USD
per bitcoin as of August 31st, 2017 [14]. The enabler and key innovation of Bitcoin is the blockchain, a public append-only and tamper-proof log of all transactions ever issued. These properties establish trust in an otherwise trustless, completely distributed environment, enabling a wide range of new applications, up
to distributed general-purpose data management systems [69] and purely digital
data-sharing markets [41]. In this work, we focus on the arbitrary, non-financial
data on Bitcoin’s famous blockchain, which primarily stores financial transactions. This non-financial data fuels, e.g., digital notary services [50], secure releases of cryptographic commitments [16], or non-equivocation schemes [62].
However, since all Bitcoin participants maintain a complete local copy of the
blockchain (e.g., to ensure correctness of blockchain updates and to bootstrap

new users), these desired and vital features put all users at risk when objectionable content is irrevocably stored on the blockchain. This risk potential is exemplified by the (mis)use of Bitcoin’s blockchain as an anonymous and irrevocable
content store [40,56,35]. In this paper, we systematically analyse non-financial
content on Bitcoin’s blockchain. While most of this content is harmless, there is
also content to be considered objectionable in many jurisdictions, e.g., the depiction of nudity of a young woman or hundreds of links to child pornography. As
a result, it could become illegal (or even already is today) to possess the blockchain, which is required to participate in Bitcoin. Hence, objectionable content
can jeopardize the currently popular multi-billion dollar blockchain systems.
These observations raise the question whether or not unintended content
is ultimately beneficial or destructive for blockchain-based systems. To address
this question, we provide the first comprehensive and systematic study of unintended content on Bitcoin’s blockchain. We first survey and explain methods to
store arbitrary, non-financial content on Bitcoin’s blockchain and discuss potential benefits as well as threats, most notably w.r.t. content considered illegal in
different jurisdictions. Subsequently and in contrast to related work [56,40,12],
we quantify and discuss unintended blockchain content w.r.t. the wide range of
insertion methods. We believe that objectionable blockchain content is a pressuring issue despite potential benefits and hope to stimulate research to mitigate
the resulting risks for novel as well as existing systems such as Bitcoin.
This paper is organized as follows. We survey methods to insert arbitrary
data into Bitcoin’s blockchain in Section 2 and discuss their benefits and risks
in Section 3. In Section 4, we systematically analyze non-financial content in
Bitcoin’s blockchain and assess resulting consequences. We discuss related work
in Section 5 and conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

Data Insertion Methods for Bitcoin

Beyond intended recording of financial transactions, Bitcoin’s blockchain also
allows for injection of non-financial data, either short messages via special transaction types or even complete files by encoding arbitrary data as standard transactions. We first briefly introduce Bitcoin transactions and subsequently survey
methods available to store arbitrary content on the blockchain via transactions.
Bitcoin transactions transfer funds between a payer (sender) and a payee
(receiver), who are identified by public-private key pairs. Payers announce their
transactions to the Bitcoin network. The miners then publish these transactions
in new blocks using their computational power in exchange for a fee. These fees
vary, but averaged at 215 satoshi per Byte during August 2017 [4] (1 satoshi =
10−8 bitcoin). Each transaction consists of several input scripts, which unlock
funds of previous transactions, and of several output scripts, which specify who
receives these funds. To unlock funds, input scripts contain a signature for the
previous transaction generated by the owner of the funds. To prevent malicious
scripts from causing excessive transaction verification overheads, Bitcoin uses
transaction script templates and expects peers to discard non-compliant scripts.
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Figure 1 shows the insertion methods for non-financial data we identified
in Bitcoin. We distinguish low-level data insertion methods inserting small data
chunks and content insertion services, which systematically utilize the low-level
methods to insert larger chunks of data. In the following, we refer to non-financial
blockchain data as content if it has a self-contained structure, e.g., a file or readable text, or as data otherwise, e.g., fragments inserted via a low-level method.
2.1

Low-level Data Insertion Methods

We first survey the efficiency of the low-level data insertion methods w.r.t. to insertable payload and costs per transaction (Table 1). To this end, we first explain
our comparison methodology, before we detail i) intended data insertion methods (OP RETURN and coinbase), ii) utilization of non-standard transactions,
and iii) manipulation of standard transactions to insert arbitrary data.
Comparison Methodology. We measure the payload per transaction (PpT),
i.e., the number of non-financial Bytes that can be added to a single standardsized transaction (≤ 100 000 B). Costs are given as the minimum and maximum
costs per Byte (CpB) for the longest data chunk a transaction can hold, and for
inserting 1 B. Costs are inflicted by paying transaction fees and possibly burning
currency (at least 546 satoshi per output script), i.e., making it unspendable. For
our cost analysis we assume Bitcoin’s market price of 4748.25 USD as of August
31st, 2017 [14] and the average fees of 215 satoshi per Byte as of August 2017 [4].
Note that high variation of market price and fees results in frequent changes of
presented absolute costs per Byte. Finally, we rate the overall efficiency of an
approach w.r.t. insertion of arbitrary-length content. Intuitively, a method is
efficient if it allows for easy insertion of large payloads at low costs.
OP RETURN. This special transaction template allows attaching one small
data chunk to a transaction and thus provides a controlled channel to annotate transactions without negative side effects. E.g., in typical implementations peers increase performance by caching spendable transaction outputs and
OP RETURN outputs can safely be excluded from this cache. However, data
chunk sizes are limited to 80 B per transaction.
Coinbase. In Bitcoin, each block contains exactly one coinbase transaction,
which introduces new currency into the system to incentivize miners to dedi-

cate their computational power to maintain the blockchain. The input script of
coinbase transactions is up to 100 B long and consists of a variable-length field
encoding the new block’s position in the blockchain [9]. Stating a larger size than
the overall script length allows placing arbitrary data in the resulting gap. This
method is inefficient as only active miners can insert only small data chunks.
Non-standard Transactions. Transactions can deviate from the approved
transaction templates [48] via their output scripts as well as input scripts. In theory, such transactions can carry arbitrarily encoded data chunks. Transactions
using non-standard output scripts can carry up to 96.72 KiB at comparably low
costs. However, they are inefficient as miners ignore them with high probability.
Yet, non-standard output scripts occasionally enter the blockchain if miners insufficiently check them (cf. Section 4.2). Contrarily, non-standard input scripts
are only required to match their respective output script. Hence, input scripts
can be altered to carry arbitrary data if their semantics are not changed, e.g., by
using dead conditional branches. This makes non-standard input scripts slightly
better suited for large-scale content insertion than non-standard output scripts.
Standard Financial Transactions. Even standard financial transactions can
be (mis)used to insert data using mutable values of output scripts. There are
four approved templates for standard financial transactions: Pay to public-key
(P2PK) and pay to public-key hash (P2PKH) transactions send currency to a
dedicated receiver, identified by an address derived from her private key, which
is required to spend any funds received [48]. Similarly, multi-signature (P2MS)
transactions require m out of n private keys to authorize payments. Pay to script
hash (P2SH) transactions refer to a script instead of keys to enable complex
spending conditions [48], e.g., to replace P2MS [10]. The respective public keys
(P2PK, P2MS) and script hash values (P2PKH, P2SH) can be replaced with arbitrary data as Bitcoin peers can not verify their correctness before they are referenced by a subsequent input script. While this method can store large amounts
of content, it involves significant costs: In addition to transaction fees, the user
must burn bitcoins as she replaces valid receiver identifiers with arbitrary data
(i.e., invalid receiver identities), making the output unspendable. Using multiple outputs enables PpTs ranging from 57.34 KiB (P2PKH) to 96.70 KiB (P2SH
inputs) at CpBs from 1.03 ct to 1.87 ct. As they behave similarly w.r.t. data insertion, we collectively refer to all standard financial transactions as P2X in the
following. P2SH scripts also allow for efficient data insertion into input scripts
as P2SH input scripts are published with their redeem script. Due to miners’
verification of P2SH transactions, transaction are not discarded if the redeem
script is not template-compliant (but the overall P2SH transaction is).
We now survey different services that systematically leverage the discussed
data insertion methods to add larger amounts of content to the blockchain.
2.2

Content Insertion Services

Content insertion services rely on the low-level data insertion methods to add
content, i.e., files such as documents or images, to the blockchain. We identify
four conceptually different content insertion services and present their protocols.

CryptoGraffiti. This web-based service [30] reads and writes messages and files
from and to Bitcoin’s blockchain. It adds content via multiple P2PKH output
scripts within a single transaction, storing up to 60 KiB of content. To retrieve
previously added content, CryptoGraffiti scans for transactions that either consist of at least 90 % printable characters or contain an image file.
Satoshi Uploader. The Satoshi Uploader [56] inserts content using a single
transaction with multiple P2X outputs. The inserted data is stored together
with a length field and a CRC32 checksum to ease decoding of the content.
P2SH Injectors. Several services [35] insert content via slightly varying P2SH
input scripts. They store chunks of a file in P2SH input scripts. To ensure file
integrity, the P2SH redeem scripts contain and verify hash values of each chunk.
Apertus. This service [29] allows fragmenting content over multiple transactions using an arbitrary number of P2PKH output scripts. Subsequently, these
fragments are referenced in an archive stored on the blockchain, which is used
to retrieve and reassemble the fragments. The chosen encoding optionally allows
augmenting content with a comment, file name, or digital signature.
To conclude, Bitcoin offers various options to insert arbitrary, non-financial
data. These options range from small-scale data insertion methods exclusive to
active miners to services that allow any user to store files of arbitrary length. This
wide spectrum of options for data insertion raises the question which benefits
and risks arise from storing content on Bitcoin’s blockchain.

3

Benefits and Risks of Arbitrary Blockchain Content

Bitcoin’s design includes several methods to insert arbitrary, non-financial data
into its blockchain in both intended and unintended ways. In this section, we
discuss potential benefits of engraving arbitrary data into Bitcoin’s blockchain
as well as risks of (mis)using these channels for content insertion.
3.1

Benefits of Arbitrary Blockchain Content

Besides the manipulation of standard financial transactions, Bitcoin offers coinbase and OP RETURN transactions as explicit channels to irrevocably insert
small chunks of non-financial data into its blockchain (cf. Section 2). As we
discuss in the following, each insertion method has distinguishing benefits:
OP RETURN. Augmenting transactions with short pieces of arbitrary data
is beneficial for a wide area of applications [40,12,62]. Different services use
OP RETURN to link non-financial assets, e.g., vouchers, to Bitcoin’s blockchain [40,12], to attest the existence of digital documents at a certain point of
time as a digital notary service [58,50,12], to realize distributed digital rights
management [70,12], or to create non-equivocation logs [62,8].
Coinbase. Coinbase transactions differ from OP RETURN as only miners, who
dedicate significant computational resources to maintain the blockchain, can
use them to add extra chunks of data to their newly mined blocks. Beyond
advertisements or short text messages [40], coinbase transactions can aid the

mining process. Adding random bytes to the coinbase transactions allows miners
to increase entropy when repeatedly testing random nonces to solve the proofof-work puzzle [48]. Furthermore, adding identifiable voting flags to transactions
enables miners to vote on proposed features, e.g., the adoption of P2SH [10].
Large-scale Data Insertion. Engraving large amounts of data into the blockchain creates a long-term non-manipulable file storage. This enables, e.g., the
archiving of historical data or censorship-resistant publication, which helps protecting whistleblowers or critical journalists [66]. However, their content is replicated to all users, who do not have a choice to reject storing it.
Hence, non-financial data on the blockchain enables new applications that
leverage Bitcoin’s security guarantees. In the following, we discuss threats of
forcing honest users to download copies of all blockchain content.
3.2

Risks of Arbitrary Blockchain Content

Despite potential benefits of data in the blockchain, insertion of objectionable
content can put all participants of the Bitcoin network at risk [43,11,40], as
such unwanted content is unchangeable and locally replicated by each peer of
the Bitcoin network as benign data. To underpin this threat, we first derive an
extensive catalog of content that poses high risks if possessed by individuals and
subsequently argue that objectionable blockchain content is able to harm honest
users. In the following, we identify five categories of objectionable content:
Copyright Violations. With the advent of file-sharing networks, pirated data
has become a huge challenge for copyright holders. To tackle this problem, copyright holders predominantly target users that actively distribute pirated data.
E.g., German law firms sue users who distribute copyright-protected content
via file-sharing networks for fines on behalf of the copyright holders [28]. In recent years, prosecutors also convicted downloaders of pirated data. For instance,
France temporarily suspended users’ Internet access and subsequently switched
to issuing high fines [36]. As users distribute their blockchain copy to new peers,
copyright-protected material on the blockchain can thus provoke legal disputes
about copyright infringement.
Malware. Another threat is to download malware [20,42], which could potentially be spread via blockchains [31]. Malware has serious consequences as it
can destroy sensitive documents, make devices inoperable, or cause financial
losses [34]. Furthermore, blockchain malware can irritate users as it causes antivirus software to deny access to important blockchain files. E.g., Microsoft’s
antivirus software detected a non-functional virus signature from 1987 on the
blockchain, which had to be fixed manually [68].
Privacy Violations. By disclosing sensitive personal data, individuals can
harm their own privacy and that of others. This threat peaks when individuals
deliberately violate the privacy of others, e.g., by blackmailing victims under
the threat of disclosing sensitive data about them on the blockchain. Real-world
manifestations of these threats are well-known, e.g., non-consensually releasing
private nude photos or videos [54] or fully disclosing an individual’s identity to
the public with malicious intents [21]. Jurisdictions such as the whole European

Union begin to actively prosecute the unauthorized disclosure and forwarding of
private information in social networks to counter this novel threat [5].
Politically Sensitive Content. Governments have concerns regarding the
leakage of classified information such as state secrets or information that otherwise harms national security, e.g., propaganda. Although whistleblowers reveal
nuisances such as corruption, they force all blockchain users to keep a copy of
leaked material. Depending on the jurisdiction, the intentional disclosure or the
mere possession of such content may be illegal. While, e.g., the US government
usually tends to prosecute intentional theft or disclosure of state secrets [63],
in China the mere possession of state secrets can result in longtime prison sentences [49]. Furthermore, China’s definition of state secrets is vague [49] and
covers, e.g., “activities for safeguarding state security” [60]. Such vague allegations w.r.t. state secrets have been applied to critical news in the past [18,24].
Illegal and Condemned Content. Some categories of content are virtually
universally condemned and prosecuted. Most notably, possession of child pornography is illegal at least in the 112 countries [64] that ratified an optional protocol
to the Convention on the Rights of the Child [65]. Religious content such as certain symbols, prayers, or sacred texts can be objectionable in extremely religious
countries that forbid other religions and under oppressive regimes that forbid religion in general. As an example, possession of items associated with an objected
religion, e.g., Bibles in Islamist countries, or blasphemy have proven risky and
were sometimes even punished by death [13,38].
In conclusion, a wide range of objectionable content can cause direct harm
if possessed by users. In contrast to systems such as social media platforms,
file-sharing networks, or online storage systems, such content can be stored on
blockchains anonymously and irrevocably. Since all blockchain data is downloaded and persistently stored by users, they are liable for any objectionable
content added to the blockchain by others. Consequently, it would be illegal to
participate in a blockchain-based systems as soon as it contains illegal content.
While this risk has previously been acknowledged [43], definitive answers require court rulings yet to come. However, considering legal texts we anticipate a
high potential for illegal blockchain content to jeopardize blockchain-based system such as Bitcoin in the future. Our belief stems from the fact that, w.r.t. child
pornography as an extreme case of illegal content, legal texts from countries such
as the USA [47], England [3], Ireland [32] deem all data illegal that can be converted into a visual representation of illegal content. As we stated in Section 2, it
is easily possible to locate and reassemble such content on the blockchain. Hence,
even though convertibility usually covers creating a visual representation by, e.g.,
decoding an image file, we expect that the term can be interpreted to include
blockchain data in the future. For instance, this is already covered implicitly
by German law, as a person is culpable for possession of illegal content if she
knowingly possesses an accessible document holding said content [2]. It is critical here that German law perceives the hard disk holding the blockchain as an
document [1] and that users can easily reassemble any illegal content within the
blockchain. Furthermore, users can be assumed to knowingly maintain control

over such illegal content w.r.t. German law if sufficient media coverage causes
the content’s existence to become public knowledge among Bitcoin users [61], as
has been attempted by Interpol [31]. We thus believe that legislators will speak
law w.r.t. non-financial blockchain content and that this has the potential to
jeopardize systems such as Bitcoin if they hold illegal content.

4

Blockchain Content Landscape

To understand the landscape of non-financial blockchain data and assess its
potentials and risks, we thoroughly analyze Bitcoin’s blockchain as it is the
most widely used blockchain today. Especially, we are interested in i) the degree
of utilization of data and content insertion methods, ii) the temporal evolution
of data insertion, and iii) the types of content on Bitcoin’s blockchain, especially
w.r.t. objectionable content. In the following, we first outline our measurement
methodology before we present an overview and the evolution of non-financial
data on Bitcoin’s blockchain. Finally, we analyze files stored on the blockchain
to derive if any objectionable content is already present on the blockchain.
4.1

Methodology

We detect data-holding transactions recorded on Bitcoin’s blockchain based on
our study of data insertion methods and content insertion services (cf. Section 2).
We distinguish detectors for data insertion methods and detectors for content
insertion services. To reduce false positives, e.g., due to public-key hash values
that resemble text, we exclude all standard transaction outputs that include
already-spent funds from analysis. This is sensible as data-holding transactions
replace public keys or hashes such that spending requires computing corresponding private keys or pre-images, which is assumed to be infeasible. Contrarily, even
though we thoroughly analyzed possible insertion methods, there is still a chance
that we do not exhaustively detect all non-financial data. Nevertheless, our content type analysis establishes a solid lower bound as we only consider readable
files retrieved from Bitcoin’s blockchain. In the following, we explain the key
characteristics of the two classes of our blockchain content detectors.
Low-level Insertion Method Detectors. The first class of detectors is tailored to match individual transactions that are likely to contain non-financial
data (cf. Section 2.1). These detectors detect manipulated financial transactions
as well as OP RETURN, non-standard, and coinbase transactions.
Our text detector scans for P2X output scripts for mutable values containing
≥ 90 % printable ASCII characters (to avoid false positives). The detector returns
the concatenation of all output scripts of the same transaction that contain text.
Finally, we consider all coinbase and OP RETURN transactions as well as
non-standard output scripts. We detect coinbase transactions based on the length
field mismatch described in Section 2.1. OP RETURN scripts are detectable as
they always begin with an OP RETURN operation. Non-standard output scripts
comprise all output scripts which are not template-conform.
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Service Detectors. We implemented detectors specific to the content insertion
services we identified in Section 2.2. These service-specific detectors enable us
to detect and extract files based on the services’ protocols. These detectors also
track the data insertion method used in service-created transactions.
The CryptoGraffiti detector matches transactions with an output that sends
a tip to a public-key hash controlled by its provider. For such a transaction,
we concatenate all mutable values of output scripts that spend fewer than
10 000 satoshi and store them in a file. This threshold is used to ignore nonmanipulated output scripts, e.g., the service provider spending their earnings.
To detect a Satoshi Uploader transaction, we concatenate all of its mutable
values that spend the same small amount of bitcoins. If we find the first eight
bytes to contain a valid combination of length and CRC32 checksum for the
transaction’s payload, we store the payload as an individual file.
We detect P2SH Injector content based on redeem scripts containing more
than one hash operation (standard transactions use at most one). We then extract the concatenation of the second inputs of all redeem scripts (the first one
contains a signature) of a transaction as one file.
Finally, the Apertus detector recursively scans the blockchain for Apertus
archives, i.e., Apertus-encoded lists of previous transaction identifiers. Once a
referred Apertus payload does not constitute another archive, we retrieve its
payload file and optional comment by parsing the Apertus protocol.
Suspicious Transaction Detector. To account for less wide-spread insertion
services, we finally analyze standard transactions that likely carry non-financial
data but are not detected otherwise. We only consider transactions with at least
50 suspicious outputs, i.e., roughly 1 KiB of content. We consider a set of outputs
suspicious if all outputs i) spend the same small amount (< 10 000 satoshi) and
ii) are unspent. This detector trades off detection rate against false-positive rate.
Due to overlaps with service detectors, we exclude matches of this detector from
our quantitative analysis, but discuss individual findings in Section 4.3.
4.2

Utilization of Data Insertion Methods

Data and content insertion in Bitcoin has evolved over time, transitioning from
single miners exploiting coinbase transactions to sophisticated services that enable the insertion of whole files into the blockchain. We study this evolution in
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terms of used data insertion methods as well as content insertion services and
quantify the amount of blockchain data using our developed detectors. Our key
insights are that OP RETURN constitutes a well-accepted success story while
content insertion services are currently only infrequently utilized. However, the
introduction of OP RETURN did not shut down other insertion methods, e.g.,
P2X manipulation, which enable single users to insert objectionable content.
Our measurements are based on Bitcoin’s complete blockchain as of August
31st, 2017, containing 482 870 blocks and 250 845 217 transactions with a total
disk size of 122.64 GiB. We first analyze the popularity of different data insertion methods and subsequently turn towards the utilization of content insertion
services to assess how non-financial data enters the blockchain.
Data Insertion Methods. As described in Section 2.1, OP RETURN and
coinbase transactions constitute intended data insertion methods, whereas P2X
and non-standard P2SH inputs manipulate legitimate transaction templates to
contain arbitrary data. Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of transactions
containing non-financial data on a logarithmic scale. In total, our detectors found
3 535 855 transactions carrying a total payload of 118.53 MiB, i.e., only 1.4 % of
Bitcoin transactions contain non-financial data. However, we strive to further understand the characteristics of non-financial blockchain content as even a single
instance of objectionable content can potentially jeopardize the overall system.
The vast majority of extracted transactions are OP RETURN (86.8 % of
all matches) and coinbase (13.13 %) transactions. Combined, they constitute
95.90 MiB (80.91 % of all extracted data). Out of all blocks, 96.15 % have contentholding coinbase transactions. While only 0.26 % of these contain ≥ 90 % printable text, 33.49 % of them contain ≥ 15 consecutive printable ASCII characters
(mostly surrounded by data without obvious structure). Of these short messages,
14.39 % contain voting flags for new features (cf. Section 3.1). Apart from this,
miners often advertise themselves or leave short messages, e.g., prayer verses.
OP RETURN transactions were introduced in 2013 to offer a benign way to
augment single transactions with non-financial data. This feature is widely used,
as shown by Figure 3. Among all methods, OP RETURN is the only one to be
present with a rising tendency, with currently 1.2 % of all transactions containing
OP RETURN outputs. These transactions predominantly manage off-blockchain
assets or originate from notary services [12]. While P2X transactions are contin-

uously being manipulated, they make up only 0.02 % of all transactions; P2SH
inputs are virtually irrelevant. Hence, short non-financial data chunks are wellaccepted, viable extensions to the Bitcoin system (cf. Section 3.1).
P2X transactions are asymmetric w.r.t. the number and sizes of data-carrying
transactions. Although constituting only 1.6 % of all detector hits, they make up
9.08 % of non-financial data (10.76 MiB). This again highlights the high contentinsertion efficiency of P2X transactions (cf. Section 2.1).
Finally, we discuss non-standard transactions and non-standard P2SH input scripts. In total, we found 1703 transactions containing non-standard outputs. The three first non-standard transactions (July 2010) repeatedly used the
OP CHECKSIG operation. We dedicate this to an attempted DoS attack that targets to cause high verification times. Furthermore, we found 23 P2PKH transactions from October 2011 that contained OP 0 instead of a hash value. The steady
increase of non-standard transactions in 2012 is due to scripts that consist of 32
seemingly random bytes. Contrarily, P2SH input scripts sporadically carry nonstandard redeem scripts and are then often used to insert larger data chunks (as
they are used by P2SH Injectors). This is due to P2SH scripts not being checked
for template conformity. We found 888 such transactions holding 8.37 MiB of
data. Although peers should reject such transactions [48], they still often manage to enter the blockchain. Non-standard P2SH scripts even carry a substantial
amount of data (7.07 % of the total data originate from P2SH Injectors).
Content Insertion Services. We now investigate to which extent content
insertion services are used to store content on Bitcoin’s blockchain. Figure 4
shows utilization patterns for each service and Figure 5 shows the cumulative
size of non-financial data inserted via the respective service. Notably, only few
users are likely responsible for the majority of service-inserted content.
In total, content insertion services account for 16.12 MiB of non-financial
data. More than a half of this content (8.37 MiB) originates from P2SH Injectors. The remainder was mostly inserted using Apertus (21.70 % of serviceinserted data) and Satoshi Uploader (21.24 %). Finally, CryptoGraffiti accounts
for 0.82 MiB (5.10 %) of content related to content insertion services. In the
following, we study how the individual services have been used over time.
Our key observation is that both CryptoGraffiti and P2SH Injectors are infrequently but steadily used; since 2016 we recognize on average 23.65 data items
being added per month using these services. Contrarily, Apertus has been used
only 26 times since 2016, while the Satoshi Uploader has not been used at all.
In fact, the Satoshi Uploader was effectively used only during a brief period:
92.73 % of all transactions emerged in April 2013. During this time, the service
was used to upload four archives, six backup text files, and a PDF file.
Although Apertus and the Satoshi Uploader have been used only infrequently,
together they constitute 64.32 % of all P2X data we detected. This stems from
the utilization of those services to engrave files into the blockchain, e.g., archives
or documents (Satoshi Uploader), or images (Apertus). Similarly, P2SH Injectors
are used to backup conversations regarding development of the Bitcoin client,
especially online chat logs, forum threads, and emails, with a significant peak
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Table 2: Distribution of blockchain file types according to our content-insertionservice and suspicious-transactions detectors.

utilization between May and June 2015 (76.46 % of P2SH Injector matches). Especially Apertus is well-suited for this task as files are spread over multiple transactions. Based on the median, the average Apertus file has a size of 17.15 KiB
and is spread over 10 transactions, including all overheads. The largest Apertus file is 310.72 KiB large (including overheads), i.e., three times the size of a
standard transaction, and is spread over 96 transactions. The most heavily fragmented Apertus file is even spread over 664 transactions. Contrarily, 95.7 % of
CryptoGraffiti matches are short text messages with a median length of 80 Byte.
In conclusion, content insertion services are only infrequently used with varying intentions and large portions of content was uploaded in bursts, indicating
that only few users are likely responsible for the majority of service-inserted
blockchain content. While CryptoGraffiti is mostly used to insert short text
messages that also fit into one OP RETURN transaction, other services are predominantly used to store, e.g., images or documents. As such files can constitute
objectionable content, we further investigate them in the following.
4.3

Investigating Blockchain Files

After quantifying basic content insertion in Bitcoin, we now focus on readable
files that are extractable from the blockchain. We refer to files as findings of our
content-insertion-service or suspicious-transaction detectors that are viewable
using appropriate standard software. We reassemble fragmented files only if this
is unambiguously possible, e.g., via an Apertus archive. Out of the 22.63 MiB
of blockchain data not originating from coinbase or OP RETURN transactions,
we can extract and analyze 1557 files with meaningful content. In addition to
these, we could extract 59 files using our suspicious-transaction detector (92.25 %
text). Table 2 summarizes the different file types of the analyzed files. The vast
majority are text-based files and images (99.34 %).
In the following, we discuss our findings with respect to objectionable content. We manually evaluated all readable files with respect to the problematic
categories we identified in Section 3.2. This analysis reveals that content from all
those categories already exists in Bitcoin’s blockchain today. For each of these
categories, we discuss the most severe examples. To protect the safety and privacy of individuals, we omit personal identifiable information and refrain from
providing exact information on the location of critical content in the blockchain.
Copyright Violations. We found seven files that publish (intellectual) property
and showcase Bitcoin’s potential to aid copyright violations. Engraved are the

text of a book, a copy of the original Bitcoin paper [45,56], and two short textual
white papers. Furthermore, we found two leaked cryptographic keys: one RSA
private key and a firmware secret key. Finally, the blockchain contains a so-called
illegal prime, encoding software to break the copy protection of DVDs [56].
Malware. We could not find actual malware in Bitcoin’s blockchain. However, an individual non-standard transaction contains a non-malicious cross-site
scripting detector. A security researcher inserted this small piece of code which,
if interpreted by an online blockchain parser, notifies the author about the vulnerability. Such malicious code could become a threat for users as most websites
offering an online blockchain parser also offer online Bitcoin accounts.
Privacy Violations. Users store memorable private moments on the blockchain. We extracted six wedding-related images and one image showing a group
of people, labeled with their online pseudonyms. Furthermore, 609 transactions
contain online public chat logs, emails, and forum posts discussing Bitcoin, including topics such as money laundering. Storing private chat logs on the blockchain can, e.g., leak single user’s private information irrevocably. Moreover, third
parties can release information without knowledge nor consent of affected users.
Most notably, we found at least two instances of doxing, i.e., the complete disclosure of another individual’s personal information. This data includes phone
numbers, addresses, bank accounts, passwords, and multiple online identities.
Recently, jurisdictions such as the European Union began to punish such serious
privacy violations, including the distribution of doxing data [5]. Again, carrying
out such assaults via blockchains fortifies the problem due to their immutability.
Politically Sensitive Content. The blockchain has been used by whistleblowers as a censorship-resistant permanent storage for leaked information. We found
backups of the WikiLeaks Cablegate data [37] as well as an online news article concerning pro-democracy demonstrations in Hong Kong in 2014 [25]. As
stated in Section 3.2, restrictive governments are known to prosecute the possession of such content. For example, state-critical media coverage has already
put individuals in China [18] or Turkey [24] at the risk of prosecution.
Illegal and Condemned Content. Bitcoin’s blockchain contains at least eight
files with sexual content. While five files only show, describe, or link to mildly
pornographic content, we consider the remaining three instances objectionable
for almost all jurisdictions: Two of them are backups of link lists to child pornography, containing 274 links to websites, 142 of which refer to Tor hidden services.
The remaining instance is an image depicting mild nudity of a young woman.
In an online forum this image is claimed to show child pornography, albeit this
claim cannot be verified (due to ethical concerns we refrain from providing a citation). Notably, two of the explicit images were only detected by our suspicioustransaction detector, i.e., they were not inserted via known services.
While largely harmless, potentially objectionable blockchain content is infrequently inserted, e.g., links to alleged child pornography or privacy violations.
We thus believe that future blockchain designs must proactively cope with objectionable content. Peers can, e.g., filter incoming transactions or revert contentholding transactions [11,51], but this must be scalable and transparent.

5

Related Work

Previous work related to ours comprises i) mitigating the distribution of objectionable content in file-sharing peer-to-peer networks, ii) studies on Bitcoin’s
blockchain, iii) reports on Bitcoin’s susceptibility for content insertion, and
iv) approaches to retrospectively remove blockchain content.
The trade-off between enabling open systems for data distribution and risking
that unwanted or even illegal content is being shared is already known from
peer-to-peer networks. Peer-to-peer-based file-sharing protocols typically limit
the spreading of objectionable public content by tracking the reputation of users
offering files [6,26,55,73] or assigning a reputation to files themselves [19,67].
This way, users can reject objectionable content or content from untrustworthy
sources. Contrarily, distributed content stores usually resort to encrypt private
files before outsourcing them to other peers [17,7]. By storing only encrypted files,
users can plausibly deny possessing any content of others and can thus obliviously
store it on their hard disk. Unfortunately, these protection mechanisms are not
applicable to blockchains, as content cannot be deleted once it has been added
to the blockchain and the utilization of encryption cannot be enforced reliably.
Bitcoin’s blockchain was analyzed w.r.t. different aspects by numerous studies. In a first step, multiple research groups [53,33,71,72,39] studied the currency
flows in Bitcoin, e.g., to perform wealth analyses. From a different line of research, several approaches focused on user privacy and investigated the identities
used in Bitcoin [52,46,44,59,23]. These works analyzed to which extent users can
be de-anonymized by clustering identities [52,46,44,59,23] and augmenting these
clusters with side-channel information [52,44,59,23]. Finally, the blockchain was
analyzed w.r.t. the use cases of OP RETURN transactions [12]. While this work
is very close to ours, we provide a first comprehensive study of the complete
landscape of non-financial data on Bitcoin’s blockchain.
The seriousness of objectionable content stored on public blockchains has
been motivated by multiple works [56,57,43,11,40,51]. These works, however, focus on reporting individual incidents or consist of preliminary analyses of the
distribution and general utilization of content insertion. To the best of our knowledge, this paper gives the first comprehensive analysis of this problem space,
including a categorization of objectionable content and a survey of potential
risks for users if such content enters the blockchain. In contrast to previously
considered attacks on Bitcoin’s ecosystem [22,27], illegal content can be inserted
instantly at comparably low costs and can put all participants at risk.
The utilization of chameleon hash functions [15] to chain blocks recently
opened up a potential approach to mitigate unwanted or illegal blockchain content [11]. Here, a single blockchain maintainer or a small group of maintainers
can retrospectively revert single transactions, e.g., due to illegal content. To
overcome arising trust issues, µchain [51] leverages the consensus approach of
traditional blockchains to vote on alterations of the blockchain history. As these
approaches tackle unwanted content for newly designed blockchains, we seek to
motivate a discussion on countermeasures also for existing systems, e.g., Bitcoin.

6

Conclusion

The possibility to store non-financial data on cryptocurrency blockchains is both
beneficial and threating for its users. Although controlled channels to insert nonfinancial data at small rates opens up a field of new applications such as digital
notary services, rights management, or non-equivocation systems, objectionable
or even illegal content has the potential to jeopardize a whole cryptocurrency.
Although court rulings do not yet exist, legislative texts from countries such
as Germany, the UK, or the USA suggest that illegal content such as child
pornography can make the blockchain illegal to possess for all users.
As we have shown in this paper, a plethora of fundamentally different methods to store non-financial–potentially objectionable–content on the blockchain
exists in Bitcoin. As of now, this can affect at least 112 countries in which possessing content such as child pornography is illegal. This especially endangers
the multi-billion dollar markets powering cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin.
To assess this problem’s severity, we comprehensively analyzed the quantity
and quality of non-financial blockchain data in Bitcoin today. Our quantitative
analysis shows that 1.4 % of the roughly 251 million transactions in Bitcoin’s
blockchain carry arbitrary data. We could retrieve over 1600 files, with new content infrequently being added. Despite a majority of arguably harmless content,
we also identify different categories of objectionable content. The harmful potential of single instances of objectionable blockchain content is already showcased
by findings such as links to illegal pornography or serious privacy violations.
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